
SKILLS

A software developer utilizing a scientific methodology with an insatiable appetite for
learning. I am captivated by the intricacies and complexities of web development and how it all

comes together. I aim to contribute my knowledge of programming, coupled with unique
perspective and insight, to a great team.

Esai Flores
Software Developer

(214) 516-8095 flores.esaijonathan@gmail.com esai-flores esaiflores esaiflores.com

PROJECTS

html | CSS | JavaScript | Java SE Object

Oriented Programming | BootStrap | VCS with

Git | Thymeleaf | jQuery | Java EE (Servlets,

JSP) | TDD | Spring Boot Framework | MySQL |

Paired Programming

EXPOSURE

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP | PHOTOSCAPE | REACT JS

PROJECTS

Best Buy                             2019-2020           

Mobile Sales Associate 
Provided personalized service and exceptional
expertise for customers as well as developed,
maintained and communicated strong, up-to-date
knowledge of wireless products.

Dickinson College                         2019           

Biology TA
Organized and implemented data collection 
processes for the college, conducted 
fieldworks,and designed research models while
aiding students in projects.

The Retail Connection                2016-2018           

Property Management Intern
Assisted in management of lease renewals and
entering prospect and resident data in MRI.
Aided with resident service requests, 
organized property inventory, and assisted
brokers with market research.

WokeLister                               06/20
Full stack Java application, which implements 
the MVC design pattern, using JSPs, Servlets,
JavaBeans, mySQL, BCrypt, as well as Bootstrap.
Upon registration, users of WokeLister are 
able to create, view, and update business 
status’ as well as current events upon
registration; registered users are also able 
to update unique account information.

Tic-Tac-Toe Java Application             06/20
A back-end application that simulates the 
classic game of tic-tac-toe. Completely 
utilizing Java, a player is able to play a 
game against a cpu generated opponent that 
moves independently from the player and either
player can win, draw, or lose depending on 
skill. 

GigMatch                                 07/20
Full stack web application, utilizing Spring
Boot, that operates as a platform for 
connections between musicians and venues in 
real time across multiple cities. Musicians 
can connect with other musicians to help fill 
a spot for their next gig or find that special
venue in need of musical talent. Allows a
streamlined approach to seeking talent and a
space for music to be shared and discussed.  

EDUCATION

Codeup                                    07/20
Certificate of completion
A fully-immersive, project based, 20 week full
stack java career accelerator that provides
students with 670+ hours of expert instruction 
in software development.

Dickinson College                         05/19
B.S. Biology


